Editor’s Notes

CONTRIBUTORS ¶ MICHAEL D. STEVENSON is Associate Professor of History at Lakehead University. He specializes in diplomatic history and coedited (with Andrew Bone) Volume 21 of Russell’s Collected Papers. He recently published “Bertrand Russell and the 1935 International Congress for Scientific Philosophy” in the Bertrand Russell Society Bulletin and spoke to the Society’s annual meeting on “the Iowa lady” Russell met up with during his 1931 lecture tour. SARAH-JANE BROWN is a graduate of the Interdisciplinary Studies programme at Lakehead University, Orillia campus. LIANGHUA ZHOU is a PhD student in Philosophy at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. He previously published in Russell “A Critical Bibliography of Russell’s Addresses and Lectures in China”. BERNARD LINSKY recently retired from the Department of Philosophy at the University of Alberta. He is coediting (with James Levine) Bertrand Russell’s Lectures on Logic and Theory of Knowledge, 1910–1914—the notes taken by Sheffer, Moore, Costello, Lenzen and Eliot. MAX ROSENKRANTZ is Associate Professor of Philosophy, California State University, Long Beach. He recently published “A Reconstruction of Russell’s Gray’s Elegy Argument” in the Journal for the History of Analytic Philosophy (2017). He is at work on the Fregean roots of Wittgenstein’s “picture theory”. LANDON D. C. ELKIND has earned a PhD in Philosophy and an MS in Mathematics from the University of Iowa. His dissertation is titled “The Search for Logical Forms: In Defense of Logical Atomism”. He has coedited a forthcoming book, The Philosophy of Logical Atomism: a Centenary Reappraisal. He is treasurer of the Bertrand Russell Society.

ARCHIVES’ 50TH ANNIVERSARY ¶ The Bertrand Russell Archives, which came to McMaster in spring 1968, have been open to researchers for 50 years. McMaster Library celebrated the anniversary and the move of the Russell Archives to a renovated house dedicated to curating them and housing the Russell Research Centre’s projects, including the Collected Papers, Letters, and Russell. At the event there were talks, displays and publications. University Librarian Vivian Lewis, University President Patrick Deane, Research Centre Director Nicholas Griffin and I spoke to a large gathering. Ready Division staff and the McMaster Museum of Art have mounted an impressive display of archival documents and other Russelliana.
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(Wipf and Stock, 2018). Landon D. C. Elkind and Gregory Landini, eds., The Philosophy of Logical Atomism: a Centenary Reappraisal (Palgrave Macmillan, 2018). Russell’s political, historical, biographical and literary papers from mid-1950 to mid-1952 are being readied for publication as Volume 26 of the Collected Papers (Routledge); the editor is Andrew G. Bone.

Go to http://russell-letters.mcmaster.ca for The Brixton Letters. From Russell’s 1918 imprisonment, 104 of his letters survive; and there’s one from his 1961 week in Her Majesty’s custody. The letters are edited by Andrew Bone, Nicholas Griffin, Sheila Turcon and myself, with editorial assistance and typesetting by Arlene Duncan. We’ve dated and annotated them. Digital images of original documents, photos and biographies, and maps are provided; and selected quotations and publications.

NEW BOOKS


RECENT ACQUISITIONS

“Russell Archives 4” was announced at the opening of the new home for the Bertrand Russell Archives and Research Centre. The accrual, which has arrived from the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation, includes thousands of letters from Russell’s last years and some files from earlier years—plus tapes, long-playing records, photos and non-textual memorabilia. Included are transcripts from the International War Crimes Tribunal, correspondence on world affairs, general political correspondence, financial records, the original ms. of Russell’s editing of Volume III of his Autobiography, and the separation from Ralph Schoenman.

e-Russell

Except for the latest four issues (vols. 36,2 to 38,1), Russell is on open access on the internet at the McMaster Library site: http://mulpress.mcmaster.ca/russelljournal/. For online and print subscriptions, see this site or the rear cover.

HTTP://BRACERS.MCMASTER.CA

The Russell Archives’ annotated catalogue of letters totalled 131,587 records by 17 July 2018. Many more letters are expected when Russell Archives 4 is processed. More than a correspondence catalogue—it’s been suggested that even memorabilia be included—a trial is underway in which scholarly transcriptions of text are added and annotated with digitized copies of the original documents. The trial period chosen is that of The Brixton Letters.